Room 131
C83.8.014  31 May 2000
Loc: C8380111 = accumulation debris, Ravo fill, 'Anqi

**Bronze Bracelet** curved pointed tool

1/3 preserved - bronze objects, one and preserved, corded, uncased

Circular section very small, bracelet, decorated with
2 incised lines running longitudinally along the outer edge.

- L. 3.0 cm
- W. 1.1 cm
- Th. 0.25 cm - 0.1 cm

Projected diam = ~4.3 cm

S.v. small bracelet

Tapers at end

22.06.06 - 7458
Copper Alloy Needle

curved leather/cloth needle - clayey needle
tapers to a point at one end.

length 7.3 (straight out)
Th: max 0.3
Bronze Needle / Point

Appears to be complete but missing a part (ray of complete).

A bronze needle - thick, with the middle thicker, pointed to each end, without an eye. More of a gouge of hole maker, than a true needle.

Both ends have different points - one end very small, one pointed - the other rounder.

L: 1.9 cm.
W: 0.25 cm.
Koom 142
C 83.8.090
Loc: C 838014

Tracky 1962
D16 = Early Rom
D18 = Hell

Bronze
Chisel/Point

Incomplete, both ends preserved.

Tapered to one end, broken off to form a very small, the other tapered to a point.

Chisel: Central part of tool is rectangular in section.

A projectile tool.

L: 2.3cm.
W/Th: 0.3cm.
Composite? Tool

Preserved L: 8.1 cm
Max W. (mineralized earth) 1.0 cm
Pin width 0.2 cm
Width flat metal 0.5 cm x 0.1 cm

[mineralized earth]

[projection from metal/chert]

Pin-like projection

Found with K08G004, 0.005; K08B1002; K08M029 - K08M033.
Copper Alley Awl

Almost intact - broken haft end.
PL 3.4 cm
Max Th: 0.4 cm
Copper Alloy Tool

Present plain end of blade recorded, the other is broken off at its fork.

PL 5.1cm
PW (fork) 0.45cm
Th (head) 0.35cm
Iron Tool

Misfit Haft. (see K06M035)

Fun-shaped chisel head of iron.

PL 9.4cm
W (head) 3.7cm
Th. 0.7cm

Head of Chisel exactly
Same size as K06M035.
Iron Tool - Chisel.
Missy haft - badly conoded.
Large - Iron chisel than K06M038/M035 & more exaggerated fan shape. Also seems into haft attachment.
PL 9.5cm
W blade/sheaf 6.2cm
Th 0.185cm

DRAWN BY: FCM 8/06
Iron Adze
blade largely indented but muy most of haft.
L. 17.5cm
pres max width Blade 5.8cm (mszy)
min width 2.7cm
pres width max of haft 3.2cm
min Th Blade 0.2cm max Th 1.0cm
Th at min width 2.3cm
pres thck of haft 0.5cm
Iron Sickle

Intact blade and haft. Curved blade with cutting edge on interior of curve.

L 19.0 cm
W 3.0 cm
Th max. Th min. 0.3 cm
± 1.1 cm
Iron Sickle Knife

Found with another iron frag - may or may not belong
check after cleaning. Haft broke off.

Blade
L 15.0 cm
W 2.8 cm
Th. 0.8 cm

Lump
L 3.3 cm
W 3.2 cm
Th rivet 1.8 cm
Th normal 1.3 cm

Cutting edge on exterior
Iron Adze

Largely intact measurements:
- L 16.4 cm (length overall)
- Width Blade: 3.8 cm
- Th. Blade: 0.45 cm
- W. Haft: 3.8 cm
- Th Haft: 0.3 cm
- Min. W. 2.4 cm